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ISBA IT Survey 2018
in association with ISC Digital Strategy Group 

and RM Education

• Alan Hodgin Independent Sector Lead, RM Education

• Ian Phillips Chair of ISC Digital Strategy Group; Director of Computing ICT, Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School
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ISBA IT Survey 2018
Unique scope, record response

Whole-school
Separate surveys for 
three key stakeholders
Compare and contrast

Representative
Stronger response 
(280 schools replied to 2014 survey)
36% prep, 17% senior, 47% all-through
49% day, 51% boarding

• Bursar 406 schools (of which, 259 replied to follow-up Qs)
• IT 367 schools
• Academic 315 schools*

* The response level allows for a margin of error of ±5%, with a 97% confidence level. 
Therefore, within the sample as a whole, there is significant statistical confidence in the results.



3 key themes



1. IT is underutilised
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Survey provides clues why…
• Reliability of IT an issue for 2 in 3 schools
• <1/4 of schools provide teachers CPD
• 45% of schools’ teachers can’t access IT at 

home for lesson prep/marking
• Teachers only part of IT strategy in 1 in 4 

schools
• Majority of teachers unaware of IT vision 

and strategy in 4 out of 5 schools
• ‘IT Strategy’, where present, is often just a 

rolling replacement plan



2. Security is a concern



Security is a concern

Security
• 2 in 3 school Bursars are not very 

confident their data is secure and only 
being accessed by authorised persons
• 1 in 4 of schools don’t patch their 

systems until the holidays (or worse)
• Fewer than 3 in 10 have independently 

audited systems re withstand hacking

• 9 in 10 school teachers aren’t fully 
aware of how to manage student data 
once GDPR comes into force, according 
to Academic Directors 
(IT Directors think it’s better). 

Our survey of Bursars, IT leads and Academic leads says…



3. Safeguarding 
could be better



Online safeguarding

Safeguarding
• Only 1 in 4 schools have online 

safeguarding solutions that work in 
their  students’ first languages
• 1 in 3 schools' IT teams think they 

don't have any form of proactive 
alerting in place

Our survey of Bursars, IT leads and Academic leads says…



A burning platform
for change



ISC 8
recommendations

for the sector



1. Vision and IT Strategy

Clear, well-communicated vision
30-second-sell for what technology is here to do
Communicated: Any teacher can tell you the gist 

A living, working document
Cross-SLT and Governor buy-in, reviewed annually
Clear, multiyear plan to get from today to vision
Directly supports school development plan
Teachers involved in creation and implementation 
Delivers year-on-year improvement

If not
IT will remain peripheral 
underutilised and still 
expensive

ISC help coming soon
Example school IT Visions

Template IT Strategy



2. Get some help

IT is changing fast
You don’t have time to understand ‘what next?’

School IT is complicated
It’s OK to have help 
You don’t have technical in-house skills and IT 
budget to do absolutely everything yourselves
It’s difficult to train teachers and share good 
practice from other schools yourselves
Choose a partner carefully

If not
You’re probably 
compromising your 
IT service
Ask for help

ISC help coming soon
Template Skills Matrix



3. Train your teachers

Systemic teacher CPD on 
effective use of IT to improve learning
Fund CPD: >20% of your IT spend
Half-termly, off-timetable time, devoted to CPD
Not optional 
Differentiate: teachers are starting from different places
Generic IT competences, but applied to their specific 
teaching practice

If not
Most teachers won’t use 
your (expensive) IT

You might want 
external help here



4. Use the cloud

Office365 or G-Suite for (at least)
Staff and student email
Staff and student file storage 
Collaborating on work

If not
You’re wasting money, probably making it harder to 
access work outside school and 
possibly reducing IT service reliability and staff 
productivity

You might want 
external help here



5. Resilient, fast internet

Leased-line fibre connection
Bite-the-bullet on ECCs and get connected
Managed firewall and DDOS protection

Redundancy: Fail-over line
Make your internet a reliable service
Different telco exchange, different trunking, etc

If not
Your cloud experience will 
be compromised and 
you’ll be stuck with 
expensive and less reliable 
server estates on-site.



6. Strong wired & wireless infrastructure

Full site coverage
Get the foundations right, starting with wired 
Managed wireless throughout

If not
Your IT will be unreliable



7. Secure your data & IT

Data
Use GDPR: take a fresh look at policies & practice
Use cloud, banish USB sticks
Control which SaaS apps have school data
Train your teachers regularly

Security
Patch at least weekly, use supported OS only
Latest AV up-to-date on everything
Managed firewall, DDOS & intrusion-prevention from ISP
Undertake annual penetration testing
Train all staff on phishing & ransomware scams

If not
You risk data loss and/or 
breach and new penalties 
under GDPR

You might want 
external help here



8. Safeguarding

Filtering
Age-appropriate, user-based, time-based

Monitoring
Use a proactive monitoring and alerting service, 
at least for boarding settings
In the first languages of your student body

Create a feedback loop
Audit your policies, procedures & practices
Train staff, teachers and parents
Use monitoring reports to set focus for next training

If not
If you don’t know, 
you can’t act 

You might want 
external help here



What should you look for?
A Bursar’s IT “6-pack”



A Bursar’s IT “six-pack”

1. Clear, well-understood IT vision; teachers at heart of IT Strategy
2. External help to supplement in-house skills
3. Spend >20% of IT budget on training teachers to use it
4. Use Office365 / G-Suite for email, storage & collaboration
5. Resilient fast internet, strong wired & wireless infrastructure
6. Secure and safeguard data, systems and children

Ian Phillips: Phillips_i@habsboys.org.uk @IanHabs
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